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'Ouch!~
State Cuts Could Hurt Kean
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Campus Aw~reness Festival

the impact of the budget cuts would
not be felt unti I next year, with the
possibility of reduced sections or
sections closing sooner.
Student fees wi 111 ikely increase
as well, according to the report.
"The admission application fee
may be increased from $1 0 to $20.
Student teaching fees may increase
from $60 to $75. Athletic/recreation fees may increase $.50 per
credit hour for part-lime unde rgraduates and all graduate students.
The fee for full-time students will
remain at $2.25 per c redit hour,"
according to the report.
Accord ing to the reports "Faculty positions that are presently
open will rema in open, and no
one presently e mployed at the
college would be laid off." There
will be restricti ons on overtime as
well.
''There will also be restrictions
on travel expenditures, such as a
faculty member giving a paper or a
presentation . The guideli nes w ill
also limit the number of individuals attending any one confe re nce
of workshop," the re port further
stated.
Kimmett equated the state cuts
directly from increases in tuition

By June Gazek
The state announced in March
1990 that Kean College would
receive a reduction of 11.9 percent, or $3.7 million from this
year's budget, fiscal year 1991 .
What does this mean to you as a
student or teacher at Kean?
The college has prepared an
expenditure plan to reduce the
impact of these cuts since they
were an nounced, by increasing
tuition an d fees, hiring freezes,
overti me restrictions, travel restrictions, and by deferring major additions a nd improvements on campus, according to Char les Kimmett, Vice President of Administrati on and Finance.
Kimmett said that there are th ree
parts of this year's budget.
"The appropriation from the state
is about 70 percent of the budget.
Almost 30 percent is from students' tuition and a minor portion
is private fundraising, which includes federal and state grants,
which are usually dedicated to a
specific pu rpose like b uild ing improvements," Ki mmett said.
Stude nts will see the impact
me,,. Th~ y@IW t#tere was a tuition
inaeae o( 9.6 percent, OI' an in-

creasefrom$49.50percredithour
to $54.25 per credit for undergraduates, and a $9.50 increase
per credit hour for graduate students, both wh ich took effect Fall
1990.
"Tuition is st ill the lowest in the
state," Kimmett sa id.
Kimmett bel ieves this is the
reason for the increase in student
enrollment. Presently there are
13,000 undergraduate and graduate students enrolled at Kean College. The budget allows for 7,150
F.T.E. (Full Time Equivalent) students, but th is year there are 950
students more, according to Kimmett.
In a report sent to President
Gomez dated May 1, Kimmell stated

w-lth the fnerw- In tuition and

fee., the expense restrictions, and

monies held in reserve, but questioned what will happen if the
state reduces the appropriation for
Fiscal Year 1992 by an additional
eight percent.
Chuck Stuiso, Assistant Director of National Student Affairs, feels
that ma inte nance w ill be the most
obvious effects of the cuts.
Stusio serves as a students on
the Budget Crisis Commitiee, which
discussed the budget cuts.
"I feel that things w ill getwor,se
before they get better," Stuiso said.
"What will the campus look like in
terms ofmaintenanceservi cesand
the stude nt teacher ratio as the
cuts get deeper."
Stuiso said the committee is
currently looking into alternatives.

On Tuesday, September 25th
the 12th Annual Campus Awareness Festival took place on the
Hutchinson green. Assorted clubs,
funded groups, and greek organizations attended. The theme for
this years festival was 'Cruisin ' to
the90's. Displaysweresetupwith

information about their groups.
Recruiters were out to inform and
recruit new members. Since there
are so many commuters and new
students on campus, this gave
everyone an opportunity to see
what Kean has to offer.
Music and e ntertainment were

provided to cater to the festival
mood. Students had an opportunity to walk around and see what
the college had to offer. The idea
of the festival was to generate spirit
and involve ment. The festival was
a great success as it is every year.

Do You Ever Wonder...
WHY at 8:00 p.m., when the
campus is pitch black, many of the
path lights around campus are not
onm
WHY the dorms are in such disrepairm
ABOUT tuition increases who
decides them and whym
WHEN the grading system was
changed and why many of the
students are not aware of it????
IF you, the students have a say
about the important issues that
happen on campusm WELL YES
YOU DO HAVE A SAY!lll
If you are concerned about the
issues stated above or any other

issues on campus, come and get
involved. NSA is having a meeting
Monday, Oct. 8 at 5:00 p.m. in the
Student Organization Conference
room (in the college center).
Everyone is welcome to share
their ideas and work together to
improve the quality of student life
at Kean College. If you are interested but unable to attend the
meeting you can stop by the NSA
office, CC-118, and speak to Chuck
Stiuso, the acting director of NSA.
Don't just sit back and complain aboutthe events taking place
around you. Speak up and make a
difference.
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Cohen Lecture
Dr. Stephen Cohen, an outstand- Cohen 's Russian expertise and will
ing American scholar on the So- touch upon his new book, Voices
viet Union, is scheduled to appear of Glasnost.
Dr. Cohen is a Professor at Pri nat the Wilkins Theatre Lecture Series
at Kean College of New Jersey at ceton University, In addition, Dr.
8:00 p.m., Tuesday, October 9.
Cohen is a consultant for CBS News
Thi s lecture will feat ure Dr. and makes many guest app:!ar-

ances on both American and Soviet Union television.
Tickets are available through
the box office (527-2337) and cost
$5 for the public, $4 for faculty,
staff, alumni and senior citizens
and $3 for students.

Campus Calendar

The Freshman Center

Focus On Freshmen

What's Going On ...
Friday, October 5, 1990
3 - 8pm
9pm-2am
7 - 11 pm

Homecoming Pep Rally
Homecoming Party
Alpha Kappa Psi

CC Green/Cafe
Pub
Room B

Saturday, October 6, 1990
8pm- 2am
2pm

B.S.U. Party
Football Montclair

CC Cafe
Main Campus

Sunday, October 7, 1990
6987-
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8pm
11 pm
10pm
9pm

Catholic Stud. Org.
Zeta Phi Beta
Lambda Theta Phi
Mass

A.L.
A.L.
Room A
Room B

Monday, October 8, 1990
7 - 11 pm

Alpha Theta Pi
Rho Theta Tau

7 - 11 pm

DR3
A.L.

Tuesday, October 9, 1990
8pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
7-llpm
7:30 - 11 pm
8 - 11 pm
l:40-3pm
1:40 - 3pm
1:40-3pm
l:40-3pm
1 :40 - 3pm
1:40 - 3pm
1:40 - 3pm
1:40 - 3pm
1:40- 3pm
1 :40 - 3pm
1:40- 3pm

Wilkins Theatre-Lecture
Sigma Beta Tau
Sigma Theta Chi
Nu Sigma Phi
Lambda Chi Rho
Omega Sigma Psi
Hotline Training

HAS
Gay People of Kean

ICA
Chess Club
Memorabilia
Day Care Center
• IVCF

ISA
ACM
EEO

1:40 - 3pm
1:40- 3pm
1:40 - 3pm
1:40- 3pm
1:40-10:l0pm

Zionist Association
CEE
DECA
Pre Law Club
Zeta Delta Pi

,~40 -

Delta Sigma Pi

,o~,opm

DR2
DR3
A.L.
A

B
A.L.
J-100
VE-113
W -211
T-207
J-137
CSS-108
J-132
J-203
T-212
J-134, 135, 138,
139,142,145,
T-208, 216
J-301
J-204A
J-131
VE-113
T-211

Wednesday, October 10, 1990
10am - 4pm
8pm - 1am
12 - 3pm
7 - 11 pm
7 - 11 pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
7 - 11 pm
7:30 - l0pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
3:05 - 4:20pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm
7:40 - 10:1 0pm

cliJviS~R
DUFFY

Red Cross Blood Drive
Lambda Theta Phi Party
Mid Day Live
Nu Delta Pi
Sigma Beta Chi
B.S.U. Meeting
Rho Sigma Chi
Zeta Delta Pi
H.A.S.
Counc. Exceptional Child
I.V.C.F.
E.E.O.
Pre-Law Club
Chess Club
Alpha Theta Pi

Grill Room
CC Cafe
Sloan Lounge
DR3
A.L.
Rm.A
Rm.A
Rm. B
J-100
CC-122
J-132
J-137,138
J-133
T-207
J-143

(800) 777-EXAM

Please send me:
• Course information
• Passmaster Software information
• Copy of the latest CPA exam
• Job Hunters Guide
Make the CPA EXAM a once in a life time experience!
Clip this ad and receive a $250 tuition discount!

Conviser Duffy CPA Review
415 Seventh Avenue, Suite 143, New York,
N.Y. 10001

----------------------------------------l

I Name
Address - - - - : : - - - - - - - - - - - - , - - - - 1
I
...r
I
I School _ _ _ _ _ _ _-'---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ I

I
I City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _State _ _ _ II
I Zip _ _ _ _ _Tel _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
I I plan to take May 19 _ _ _ Nov 19___ Exam. I
L------------------------~

"So, how was the Campus
Awareness Festival?" that inquiring mind wants to know. Yes, it's
Uncle Chuck, that permanent fixture of the living room love seat,
downing his fourth can of Ballantine Ale, looking more like the
porcelain dalmation resting next
to him everyday. He's punchy.
"Well, how was it?"
"Not too bad ." You know you
shouldn't have said it.
"Not too bad? Sounds like you
didn't try too hard. Did you join
anything?" Uncle Chuck make room
for you on the couch.
"Well, I signed a few pads. But
I dunno, I'm not sure."
"Sit down on the couch here.
Let me give you some advice." You
don't want to but you sit. Uncle
Chuck gets up, goes to the fridge,
pulls out a fifth can of Ale, settles
back down on the couch. He lubricates his throat. He begins. It's
the end of your afternoon, and you
know it.
Once again Uncle Chuck gives
good advice and takes none of it
for himself. He remains unemployed, but convinces you to get

involved. Good for you! Studies
show that students who get involved with the campus and balance academics with social life,
are more apt to stay in college and
perform to their potential. If you
didn't get to the Campus Awareness Festival, or didn't get involved
in it, it's not too late. Come to the
Freshman Center and find out what's
going on. Or check this newspaper for events that sound interesting. With a student body or size,
there's always something goiog on.
If you worked the Campus
Awareness Festival to your advanta_ge and signed up with some
groups, be sure to follow up and
go to that next meeting. The campus needs everyone to get involved.
In the next week several events
are on! Thursday,October4th, the
Russian Dance Troupe Lezginka
will perform in Wilkins Theatre at
8PM. Broaden your cultural scope
and plan to attend.
Also, on Tuesday, October 9th,
in Wilkins Theatre at 8PM, Dr.
Stephen Cohen will discuss his
book Voices of Glasnost and why
he believes Gorbachev's boldness

and political acumen may enable
him to carry out his plans for a
national political and economic
overhaul. With world affairs the
way they are, insight is something
everyone could use.
As for campus activities, Homecoming is Saturday, October 6th
from 11 am-6pm, with a Great
American Picnic that includes prizes
and liveentertainment.And plenty
of sports - Football (Kean vs.
Montclair State), lacrosse, field
hockey, soccer. You won't even
get a chance to say "I'm bored."
There's practically too much to
do.
"So, amidst the activity, be sure
to make time for your studies,"
says Uncle Chuck, planning to end
the afternoon lecture philosophically. "As Sartre put it "Idle minds
are the devil's workshop."
"Uncle Chuck, I don't think Sartre
said that."
"Hmmn, maybe not. But he was
thinking it."
Tip of the week: Join the New
Student Committee. General meeting Tuesday, October 9th at 1:40
pm in the Freshman Center.

October Recruitment Schedule
10/09/90

Union Hospital
Union, NJ

Nurses, Medical Technicians, Medical
Records, Physical Therapists, Medical
Technology. Medical Records and Physical
Therapy majors. Seniors and Alumni

10/09/90

K Mart Apparel
East Brunswick, NJ

Retail Management Trainees. Business
majors. Seniors & Alumni

Freshman Center Services
Did you know the Freshman
Center has advisors on duty to
help you . with academic advisement and specialized training areas? If you didn't, you know now.
So don't wait until all your questions and problems overcome you.
Get your answers now.
•Test Skills Tuesday, Thursday
9am-Noon. Dr. Mervyn D'Souza
helps students with test-taking strategies, especially multiple choice,
which many new students are not
familiar with. Don't be put at a
disadvantage because of this. Stop
by and learn effective test-taking
strategies now.
•study Skills Monday·1:30-4:30.
Mr. Dave Farrohk helps strengthen
students' study skills. If you're
having trouble absorbing information, learn how to make your studying more effective.
•Time Management Monday
1:30-4:30. Never enough time to
do what you have to do? Mr. Dave
Farrohk offers insights into Time
Management. Learn to make the
most of your day.
•stress Management Thursday
2-4 p.m. Ms. Phyllis Morris teaches
techniques to help you cope with
the pressures of newfound responsibilities. Turn nervous energy into
positive.energy today.

Student Office Space
Applications are now available for
offie space for recognized College
Student Groups at the East Campus.
Applications and additional information is available in 101 East Campus.

Pre-Medical Society
Will be holding its meetings on Tues. Oct. 2
During College Hour in

•career Services Wednesday
10 a.m.- Noon or by appointment.
Ms. Thelma Kaplan from Career

and its requirements.

•occupational Therapy Tuesday 9am-Noon, Wednesday 2-4

Services offers information about

Professor Shirley O'Brien ad-

possible careers for students. If
your career objective is unclear,
learn more about the opportunities that are open to you.

vises students interested in learning moreaboutOcupational Therapy as a major.

•Biology - Science and Nature

Monday 9am-1 pm. Dr. Amy Smith
p.m., Thursday 2-3 p.m. Dr. Mari- advises and instructs students in
lyn M. White is the Freshman the Biological Sciences. Students
Center's I iaison to the new Hu man having trouble or wanting reinResource Counseling Center, where forcement should stop in.
efforts are being made to reduce
*Technology Wednesday 12:30prejudice and make students more ' 2 pm. Professor Tim Riegel works
culturally aware. Students with with students interested in Techquestions concerning Multicultu- nology/Industrial Arts. Stop by if
ralism- for research of general you'd like to learn about your
knowledge - should stop by.
options in this field.
*Physical Therapy Thursday
All advisors are available for
1:30-4:30. Ms. Linda Bradbury helps general advisement as well. Stop
students interested in Physical by the Freshman Center - where
Therapy learn more about the major you are always welcome - today!

•Multiculturalism Monday 1-3

HEALTH &
FITNESS CENTER
COLLEGE INTERN
We are looking for an energetic and enthusiastic individual pursuing a degree in Corporate Fitness (or related
field) or who is interested in participating in an
Intern Program.
Working in our Corporate Health & Fitness Center, you will be responsible for
conducting member fitness evaluations,
training members on equipment, assisting .-..-..r>
in coordinating special events, and maintaining equipment and records. A working knowledge of strength training equipment and CPR is beneficial. FULL AND
PART TIME SCHEDULES ARE AVAILABLE.
If you have the background we seek, we would like to
hear from youi For prompt consideration, please call toll
free number anytime.

8-124.

1-800-456-9881

All students interested
in Medicine, Dentistry, Podiatry and Chiropractic are
urged to attend.

~ AtlanticMutual
What insurance 1s supposed to be

E.0.E. M/F/H
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Editorial
This is a weather report of a very important nature. It is my prediction that a horrifying storm of cataclysmic proportion is
brewing. It is a storm which will not hit any
one place without warning however, for the
sign of its coming are all too apparent every
day. This storm will not be handled by the
likes of Al Rokker or Storm Field with regard
to news coverage, but rather it wi 11 make
headline news. The storm I am referring to
is racism.
In New York City alone there have been
increased amounts of violence since the
beginning of the new mayor's term. David
Dinkins is not to blame for the increased
violence, rather he is to be commended for
all of his efforts to reduce racial tensions.
Mayor Dinkins has a large problem which
cannot be easily rectified. A random act of
violence which claims the life of one man
can easily be manipulated by some activist
in order to further his or her cause. People
begin to listen to these influential people
and more disharmony is created. I feel we
should try to overlook our differences and
live together, accepting one another's beliefs and cultures.
One of the reasons for violence is a lack of
trust, which stems from an unfamiliarity
with those who are different. We here at
Kean have an excellent advantage. This

school provides several courses which can
teach us about other ethnic and religious
backgrounds. We also have funded student
groups which allow students the opportunity to share their beliefs amongst their
peers.
I hope that everyone finds time in their
schedules to utilize these valuable resources.
The march to end the fear and mistrust must
quicken its pace, and strengthen its numbers. We have to better educate ourselves
on other cultures that we may spread that
knowledge onto those who fol low us.
If you need an example of how we should
Iive together and look no further than the
neighborhood playgrounds, and see how
the children play. They accept one another
without question, naive to all the foolishness which their parents or older siblings
are practicing. True, there are interracial
marriages which are doing wonderfully.
True, acceptance of other cultures is becoming more apparent, but still there is too
much hatred.
Again I urge you to join the march against
racism. It has gained a great deal of strength
since those who shared the children's vision began it. Now as we enter the ninties,
and the new century just beyond, the march
continues to meet the storm head on, and
the children shall continue to lead.
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Letters

Appeal For The Unborn
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to the
two articles on David Souter and
abortion funding in the September
27th edition. If this letter sounds
biased it is because I want the
readers to know how pro-lifers
feel when we read biased articles
from the other point of view. The
writers referred to pro-lifers as "antichoice" so I will refer to "prochoice" as "pro-abortion." Firstand
most importantly, I got the impression the writer was mocking David
Souter's statement that abortion is
the "killing of unborn children"
and "the destruction of fetuses."
Well, medical and scientific evidence certainly supports this notion. However, pro-abortion activists would like to deny it. I would
encourage them to get the med ica I
facts and read up on the development of the unborn child .. It's
amazing that no pro-abortion
people will do that because then
they would be confronted with the
truth. The unborn baby is much
more than "uterine contents" or
"blobs of tissue" (de-humanizing
terms) and that is not just my belief, it is fact .. Unborn babies have
their own heartbeat, brainwaves,
fingerprints, blood type and they
drink, turn somersaults, would grasp
an object placed in their hand and

suck their thumbs just like full- the constitutional rights of inditerm babies. These are the facts. viduals and the disadvantaged. I
Viability of the fetus is not a valid agree, however, if in fact Souter
abortion defense because with every does support the rightto life for the
abortion, another life is destroyed. unborn, that is supporting the rights
Second, reproductive freedom of individuals and certainly they
has nothing to do with the so- are disadvantaged and helpless at
called "right" to get an abortion. the hands of the doctors who perWhen a woman is pregnant, she form abortions! The Declaration
has already exercised her freedom of Independence states that we
were all CREATED (not BORN)
to reproduce!
Third, it is ironic that one writer equal and given the inalienable
states that a study on African rights of life, liberty and the purAmerican teenagers showed that suit of happiness. Doesn't aborthose who had abortions were as tion deny the unborn these three
content with their decisions as those basic rights?
Finally, pro-abortion advocates
who kept their babies. Then the
same writer says in another para- should not worry so much about
graph that women may avoid re- Souter being the swing vote of Roe
porting a rape as a result of post- vs. Wade. Their worry should be
abortion trauma? No, post-abor- in Souter's interpretation of the
tion trauma is very real and wide- Constitution because no where in
spread and can have devastating there is there a protected woman's
effects on a woman. (Not to men- or man's right to privacy that could
tion all of the physical complica- possibly include the right to kill
tions - legal abortion is not neces- their unborn child. If there was
sarily safe for the woman and cer- such a right, then parents could
tainly not for the fetus!) Somehow, justify killing their children after
the writer forgot to include that! they are born in the name of "priPhysical and emotional complica- vacy". The difference is so small,
tions after abortions are probably yet significant; we can't see the
as underreported as rape and in- unborn child and realizethatheor
she is a LIFE.
cest.
It also amazed me that the writer
Sincerely,
expressed concern that the Senate
Carolyn Desantos
should reject David Souter unless
Kean Collegians for Life
he showed a firm commitment to

E.S.A. 's Applause
To the Editor.
Applause for the Independent
staff! Finally a representation by

serving it. This is a great first step.
Let's remember, complete advocacy involves: being knowledge-

people concerned with the envi-

able about issuea

ronment It Is encouraging to see
that there are students at Kean not
only knowledgeable about our
"Mother" but also involved in pre-

{not

just emo-

tiona0, writing to our legislatures
(do you know yoursl), and most
important - let's all get out and
vote for the individuals who are

working to save our "Mother.'
Register now to vote - be prepared
- respend.
Michele B. Murphy
English

President,
Assocication
763-8646

Students

H.O.P.E. Comes To Kean
H.O.P.E., Help Our Planet Earth,
is the environmental group which
myself and seven others have organized. Thanks to Tom O'Donnell, Director of Student Activities, the group made its first official appearance at the Campus
Awareness Festival on September
25th.
I would like to take this opportunity to tell you about H.O.P.E.
We formed this group because we
want to help save the earth by
increasing student awareness and
participation in local and global
environmental issues. Since there
are so many types of environmental
issues which effect us, we are
individually going to choose different points of interest and educate ourselves along with the rest
of the group.
The first task which H.O.P.E.
has undertaken, is the elimination
of styrofoam in the food services.
At the Food Service Committee
meeting on September 27, Mike
Conoran, Director of Food Services, agreed to eliminate styrofoam by October 18, 1990. This
agreement shows that Food Services is willing to work with the
students.
As a member of H.O.P.E. I know
that we can accomplish many
things. If you are concerned about
the future of the environment, I
urge you to join us. For more information, please contact Mark at the
Independent Office.

Catholic Mass
7 PM Sunday
Downs Hall,
Alumni Lounge
Sponsored by catholic Student O-g.

Writers must sign letters and provide a full name and a daytime
phone number. Letters must be typed and double-spaced for publication. Names cannot be withheld unless the writer demonstrates sufficient reason to do so. The lndepepdent reserves the right to edit for
length. Letters should be timely and of general interest. Only original
letters addressed to the Independent will be considered. The opinions
expressed by letters printed do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
editors.
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Commentary
Keen On ·Kean

By Manny Cantor, ,:,:•:•:•:•:•:•:-:-:,:,:-:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,:,•,:,:,:,:,:,•,:,:,•,•,:::.:,•:•,•:•,,•:•:•,:,•,•:•:•:•:•

The Gulf Crisis and the College
What are college students thinking about the threat of war with
Iraq involving thousands of U.S.
armed forces? That's hard to determine. At this point it is likely that
student opinions, including those
at Kean College, would match those
of the general public.
About a month ago, a N.Y. Times
reporter interviewed more than 50
students at University of California at Berkeley. This campus was
the springboard for the surge against
the Viet Nam War that swept colleges nation-wide into a movement that forced Linden Johnson
out of the presidency and hastened the end of the war. The
Times reported "an undercurrent
of unease" and a "ripple of fear."
Everybody related to Iraq crisis to
Viet Nam. Most were ambivalent.

To test the validity, and the
The current crop of students at
Brekeley, like elsewhere, appeared sincerity, of these claims, we have
"relatively quiescent, uniformed an abundance of evidence in acabout world affairs, self-absorbed." tual U.S. policy in the last years
The gulf crisis affects all our and months. We invaded Grenada
lives. It could erupt into a confla- and Panama and forced a change
garation that would cost many in their governments. We violated
student lives. Surely college stu- international law again and again
dents, encouraged and assisted by in Central America, spurned the
their teachers and mentors, shou Id World Court and ignored its decibe studying and debating the cause sions. We undermined the work
and effects of this precipitous and and the prestige of the Un ited
unprecedented armed intervention Nations and withheld our dues to
by the U.S.A. A key question: Is it this day.
We were "neutral" to Iraq's
high moral princjple that guides
and dictates our involvement? invasion of Iran. We whisphered
President Bush invokes interna- our opposition when Saddam
tional law, respect for the sover- Hussein used chemical weapons
eignty of nations, defense of free- not only against Iranians but against
dom and democracy to justify his his own Kurdish citizens. We took
actions. Plus the preservation of Iraq off the list of terrorist nations
our industry and our "way of life." and kept Syria and Iran on. For ten

years the Reagan and Bush administrations have been strengthening Saddam Hussein and his
vast army. They winked when he
bought 45 American helicopters,
worth $200,000,000, for"civilian"
use. Since 1982, Baghdad became
a huge buyer of United States rice
and wheat, purchased some $5.5
billion in crops and livestock with
federally guaranteed loans, agricultural subsidies and cash, Iraq
was extended some $270 million
in Government-guaranteed credit
from the Export-Import Bank.
Our Central Intelligence Agency
(CIA) gave Iraq valuable information on their Iranian enemy. The
Reagan Administration advised
Baghdad for more than a year how
to reorganize its elite military, and
on strategy. The result was victory

Move 10 years ahead of the class.

for Hussein and the capture of 40
percent of Iran's most sophisticated weapons, including tanks
and artillery now massed on the
Saudi Arabia border.
The Bush Administration sought
friendlier ties with Baghdad. It
lobbied in Congress against passage of economic sanctions against
Hussein. In public statements in
Washington and in messages directly to Hussein, Administration
policy was to express "concern"
about Iraq's military build-up on
its Kuwait border, but to keep hands
off. On July 25, eight days before
Iraq invaded Kuwait, our Ambassador, April C. Glaspie, told Saddam Hussein: "We have no opinion on the Arab-Arab conflicts,
like your border disagreement with
Kuwait" The quote is from a broadcast by ABC News on Sept. 11 and
accounts in the Washington Post
and The Guardian of London . The
State Department declined to
confirm the quote but did not dispute the essential message.
What abrupt our new "allies?"
Assad of Syria has a record to
match Hussein. He has killed off
thousands of his own citizens. He
has invaded and occupied a fraternal neighbor, Lebanon. He has
sponsored terrorism, against Americans, too, like Pan Am 103. In
Saudi Arabia political prisoners are
arrested without warrant, imprisoned indefinitely, and tortured,
according to Amnesty International
reports. As to freedom and democracy, not one of our currently allied leaders was chosen by his
people. The rule by recently-created heritage, by military coup, by
rigged elections, or foreign impo-

The new HP 48SX and
a free 'library card' can
.get you there.
With over 2100 built-in functions, our
new HP 48SX Scientific Expandable
calcu lator takes a quantum leap into
the 21st century. Buy an HP 48SX
between August 15 and October 15,
1990, and HP will send you a free
HP Solve Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
The plug-in application card alone
contains more than 300 science and
engineering equations, as well as
the periodic table, a constants' library,
and a multi-equation solver. It's like
having a stack ofreference books right
at your fi ngertips.
The HP 48SX calculator is so advanced,
it will change the way you solve problems forever. It integrates graphics
with calculus, lets you enter equations
the way you write them, and does
automatic unit management.
Check your campus bookstore or HP
retailer for HP's range of calculators
and special back-to-school offers.
Then check out the calculators that
are years ahead of their class.

There is a better way.
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sition. There is lots more to challenge along lines of the above
paragraphs, but space is limited.
Any wonder, than, Presiding
Bishop Edmond L. Browning of the
U.S ; Episcopal Church, in his keynote address to 200 Episcopal bishops meeting in Washington last
week; urged them to start asking
government leaders hard questions
about the "normal principle"
guiding our actions in the Iraq
crisis.
"We would do well to examine
carefully-or help our nation ask
questions about-out motives, our
policy and action in areas of historic intensity, such as the Persian
Gulf," Browning said.
"What visitation do we serve
there? Do we serve the vision of a
united world-or do we serve an
appetite for oil? Do we serve the
vision of a united world - or do we
serve an unbridled Western social, cultural and political thrust
and power? Do we serve the vision
of a world of shared resources - or
do we serve the self-interest of a
bloated life-style."
Such hard questions deserve
more attention than they can get in
the normal routine of life on Kean
College Campus. The activities
scheduled for the fall through
General Education, Global Studies and Africana Stud ies should
help ou r knowledge and awareness. But we can benefit from debate
and di scussi on that zeroes in on
the Gu lf Crisis. The Kean College
Peace Center O ffers o ne such
channel. If you are interested, come
to Room L-1 07 in the Freshman
Ce nter in the Library at 3 p.m. o n
O ctober 9. Or leave your name
with Edith Jaskoll in the Philosophy office in J-104 Hutchinson.
You will be contacted.
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"Where is the wont classroom
on campus? Why?"

Stefanie Reed - The art history
room in Vaughn-Eames. You feel
like your in an old boiler room.

/

Jen Griff- Iwould say Hutchinson, Rm. 333, because there are
no windows in the room.

Wayne Super - J-100 Hutch inson - Seats a re sloped over, and
eventually they' 11put you to sleep.
There is also no ventillation, because there are no windows.

Mark W~ - Willis 407 - by
the time you walk up the stairs
your dead! And of course, the
elevators are off limits to students.

John Williams - Any classroom
on the 2nd Floor ofTown send. The
extremely old and outdated furniture doesn't match, and is falling
apart.

John Teeling -The inner rooms
of Hutchi nson, because there are
no windows.

Lawrence Miles - Willis 202 It's in the middle of the building,
without windows, it's hot & uncomfortable, and time drags on.

Kill Your Idols - One More Time

Brian Mayfield - The ones in
the middle of Willis. There are no
windows, and the air is stagnant.

Giving Into Change

A good band, hey hey, maybe
even a great one, Sonic Youth
release the big one. No, no not as
in long one (Daydream Nation,
88 1s critics' poll topper, 70+ minute jammer did that) but as in
Major Label, DGC Records. Who
woulda thunk it?
Y'see, years ago these boys (and
a girl) clogged New York City's
musical arteries real bad with the
sort of grating noise one might
expect from a subway. Back then
nobody gave 'em a week, never

Just the other day I finally got
around to buying a CD player. I
bought a couple of the cute little
discs as well, popped one in, then
listened. WOWI What aural pleasures I had been denying myself.
Technology never ceases to amaze.
So why had I put off purchasing
such a nifty toy? I suppose I'm a
staunch luddite. I'm resistant to
change.
Part of my aversion to the CD

are even some right-wing military
types in this country who, distrusting the dramatic changes in the
Soviet Union, are openly nostalgic
for the days of the cold war. A
simpler time when a commie was
a commie and everyone knew their
place in the world. So foolish.
Imagine longing for the bygone
days of polio? Or the dingy washboard or outdoor plumbing. How
about a trip down memory lane in

mind an entire career. One early

craze wa•

purely p.-ac:lical. What

show at CBGB consisted of no
more no \ess than 1 5 minutes of
the band and everyone else they
knew tuning something like 17
guitars. Once they got tuned up,
off they went.
Wei I those good days are gone.
But if you listen to Goo (DGC), the
Sonic Youth's latest there's a cut,
"Scooter and Jinx" where they kinda
look back and laugh on the old
days. Too bad it's not good for
anything else.
ButGoo,such a weird name for
an LP. Certainly they don't sound
like "goo" would. I imagine goo to
sound like that wretched early 70's junk, that James Taylor rich
boy whine. But do the double-no
there, Goo does not sound like
that at all.
It's draped with guitars, falling
from out underneath each other, a
ki nd of catastrophic noise clanging - but this time always in key.
"Dirty Boots," the leadoff cut barrels around and we ll , I'l l be, it
sounds just like a rock band wou ld
if rock bands sounded like rock
bands these days instead of litemetal and its wretched, wretche d
offshoots. This is d irty pu nk rock
without calli ng up the sort of class
war that say a band like the Expl oited or GBH would call upon.
Truth told, Thurston Moore's a rich
kid in his thirties whose parents
live out in Conneticut while he
hangs in the East Village with his
over-40-or-damn-close-to-and-ldon't-care-wife playing the role of
a rock guitar god. He has no more
affection for the real disaffected
than Bruce Springsteen does for
the average autoworker. Instead,
it's a condescending love affair
where no one's eyes meet for
honesty, just for texture, grittiness,
feel.
Like when they perform "My
friend Goo" it's not as if they're
interested in the Ramones for who
they were, just midly entertained and it being the 90s, well why not
crank out the punk rawk explosives for good old time's sake.

would I ever do with the two
hundred seventy eight albums I
had amassed? These archaic spheres
of vinyl had become part of my
very existence. Dutifully collected,
each album represented a unique
time frame in my life. The y were as
personal to me as a cherished
photograph. Not something casually dismissed. Their warps and
scratches notwithstanding, they
were my soul mates.
But love fades. Friends fall out
of favor. For mankind it's always
modernization and marching forward to the steady drumbeat of
progress. The cotton gin - what a
blast. Electric light - brilliant. Air
conditioning, sliced bread, Styrofoam, microwave ovens, child-proof
medicine caps -wonderful inventions all. In with the new and out
with, well you know the rest. Sti ll,
why does this credo cause me a
certain melancholy?
Nostalgia can be a tricky th ing
to gauge. The wistful talk of e lders
w ho lament the passing of ti me.
Always harping on how good things
were in the "good o ld days.• The re

an ox-drawn wagon. Does \he
prospect o/ havins to read • book

By Rick Donovan

Exept that Sonic Youth are a horri ble punk band. And that's the
word from my frie nd Dave who
after see ing the m for the sixth ti me
let me know that watching them
this last ti me he knew they'd never
be a great band agai n. He sai d
he'd seen them when they were
bad in the past, but always knew
he'd hit a bad night (cuz he also
saw them when they were great).
But this time, he said, he knew
they were bad for good (no Jim
Steinman or Meat Loaf jokes need
apply here). They were once a
noise band trying to play rock.
Now they are a rock band playing
noise.
Listening to the new record you
get a sense of it. "Mote" with the
great Lee Ranaldo singing punches
hard until it goes into its elongated
ending and becomes too much of
the formula that all' noise bands
adhere to.
Maybe you've heard the single
made in part famous because of
Chuck D's cameo, "Kool Thing."
They've got their pop voice in KIM
GORDON, their bassist. She sings

"I don't wanna" w ith all the passion of a Chrissie Hynde strung out
on Seconals; it' s that good. But
eve n the immorta l Kim can o nly
keep the nove lty ''Tunic (Song for
Karen)" go ing for so long before it
becomes trite.
There are so many insanethi ngs
that Sonic Youth don't get into
here. Goo ironically lacks the messy
pasty-white aura of their previous
releases. There's nothing on the
level of an "Eric's Trip" here. And
there are no more reckless rides
down the "Pacific Coast Highway"
and absolutely no-no collosa pileups of guitar as featured in 198586's "Crucifixion of Sean Penn"
aka "Expressway to Your Skull."
Not that Goo doesn't move well,
it just doesn't move smoothly. It's
as if their entire career has to be
boiled down to eleven songs. They
just can't do it..
But look they're still great. Pick
up Sister, BVOL or Daydream Nation tomorrow and you'll see why
an (original name Blowjob) album
named Goo doesn't gel or clot the
way it should.

bore you to tears? Well the precious television set didn't quite
arrive with the Mayflower.
In the majority of cases progress has been a welcomed thing.
Intellectual progress as well as the
material variety. And as long as
one doesn't go overboard in slavish devotion to everything that the
almighty dollar can buy, I see
r,othing wrong with a shiny creature comfort or two spicing up
your life.
I love my CD player. Although
I can not walk past my dusty row of
albums without a tinge of the traitor, this shame passes. Like the
eight track tape, albums have outlived their usefulness. So I've joined
another one of technology's parades. Change washes over me
and I've vowe d to accept it.
Howeve r I must confess o ne
thing. This essay of mi ne w as
composed on a standard typewriter,
and I'll be damned if I ever would
allow a word processor to cross
my path.

New Jersey Ballet Opens Season At Kean
New Jersey Ballet begins its Tomal's "Bravo Beethoven" brought
vibrant 1990 fall season with two on critic to exclaim "Bravo! New
performances at Wilkins Theatre, Jersey Ballet!" Tomal's bravura
Kean College, October 13 at 8 choreography set to the first movep.m. and October 14 at 1 :30 p.m. ment of Beethoven's third pian o
As Resident Company of Kean concerto is a spectacular producCollege, New Jersey Ballet offers tion.
Other popular selections from
its subscribers a wide array of
exciting programs with Company the repertory will complete the
premieres, major revivals and program.
Tickets for the Saturday Night
repertory favorites in its Saturday
Night Concert Series and Children's Concert Series performance are
Series - enjoyment for the whole $15 for single tickets, and $12 for
subscribers. Tickets for the family
family!
Highlights of the October 13 concert are $5 all seats. Call the
program will include "LaBayad- box office at 527-2337.
Funding for New Jersey Bal let's
ere," "Flames of Paris," and "Bravo!
Beethoven." The family concert extensive performance schedule
for October 14will be"Beauty and has been made possible in part by
the Beast" and ''The Magic Toy support from the New Jersey State
Council on the Arts, Dept. of State
Shop."
The recent Company premiere and by generous corporate, founof Resident Choreographer George dation and individual contributions.
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CULTURAL EVENTS
Lezginka
Lezginka, the State Dance
Company of Daghestan in the
U.S.S.R., will appear at Kean College of New Jersey in the Wilkins
Theatre on Thursday, October 4 at
8:00 p.m.
The company performs traditional folk dances and acrobatics
, in costumes displaying the region's
gold and silver work and fabric
weaving.
Tickets for reserved seating are
available at the Wilkins Theatre
Box Office. Student tickets are
$3.00. Faculty, staff, alumni, and
senior citizens may purchase tickets for $6.00. Public admission is
$10.00.

Swingin'
Tern
Dances
Swingin'Tern Dances is presented by The Folk Project, a local
non-profit folk music organization. The dance series offers both
square and contra dancing. Contra
dancing is a form of country dancing done with long lines of couples.
It resembles the Virginia Reel
familiar to square dancers. Callers
are drawn from all over the Northeast. The bands provide live music
and are chosen to complement the
caller's style. Beginners are welcome at the dance and are encouraged to come to the beginner's
workshop preceeding lhe dance
proper. No experience is neces-

From Vodka To Borscht
By Steve Marlowe

Visitors to the famous National
Restaurant in the Russian-American communityof Brighton Beach,
Brooklyn, can expect some unusual food, drink and dancing.
Unlike any other nightclub in
the New York area they receive a
wide range of Soviet delicacies
and unique insight into the social
aspect of Soviet life.
The three-tiered club which
holds a maximum of 370 person,
is a favorite among tour groups
and the local Russians living in
this ''Odessa on the Atlantic."
Birthdays, weddings and anniversaries are all celebrated at the
National. Last year, New York
Magazine held it's gala 20th anniversary party there. Guests in packs
of up to l 00 must book tables
months in advance.
sary and one may come alone or
with a partner.
The dances are held at the Ogden
Memorial Church on Route 24 in
Chatham, NJ. The beginners workshop starts at 7:30 p.m. with the
dance following at 8:00 p.m.
Admission is $5.00 per person.
Soft soled footwear only is required. For information call (201)
633-1126 (day)or(201) 228-9729

(night).
Sat. Oct. 6 Brad Foster & Paul
Friedman and Friends

Brad Foster hails from Boston,
where he is director of the Country
Dance and Song Society. Music to
back up Mr. Foster's contra and
s.quare dances. will be provided by
Paul Friedman and Friends.

"We have everything for everybody who likes Russian", National
Manager, llaya Milman said. "International music-we not only have
Russian, but Italian and American
for dancing too. Our food is the
best and it's a nice atmosphere.
Diners can enjoy typical Russian style dishes including a choice
of either a hot or cold main dish
from favorites likeshish kebab and
chicken kiev to specials lilke
Georgian chicken. There are also
a variety of Russian pastries, fruits
and of course there is - Vodka!
"In Russian they have saying
you know, that a man who does
notdrinkand who does not smoke,
he goes to his grave a healthy
man ." Milman said laughing hardily. ''That's a Russian joke."
Milman, who has worked at the

National since l 984, coached the
U.S. Women's Handball Team for
the 1984 Olympics and the Goodwill games.
The English Department of Kean
College of New Jersey is sponsoring a one-time only excursion to
the National Restaurant which is
open to all students, faculty and
friends.
The cost of $35 per person
includes dinner at the National,
entertainment and a tour of Brighton
Beach. A bus will leave Kean College at4:30 p.m. Nov. 2 .. Reservations are necessary.
For more information, or to
reserve your seat, please contact,
Dr. Robert Fyne in the English
Department, Willis Hall, Room 305-B or call 527-2183.

Innovation
Perpetually In Motion
A train that floats above its tracks,
an electronic car, a pilotless airplane - these are not amusement
park rides, but the future of transportation. In Perpetually In Motion, on of two specials airing on
INNOVATION, the Emmy Awardwinning health, science and high
technology series, host Jim Hartz

explores the research, development
and production of cars, trains and
planes of tomorrow. Shot on location across the U.S.A. - as well as
in Japan, Germany, France and
Australia - the one-hour program
premiers Monday, October 8 at 8
p.m. (ET) on PBS.

ANCES, NATURE, THE AMERICAN
EXPERIENCE, ADAM
SMITH'S MONEY WORLD,

and more.
Thirteen devotes the following

The Poets' Forum will begin its
l 990-91 season at the Jewish
Community Center in West Orange on Tuesday, October 8. The
Forum features readings by well
known contemporary poets and
also provides new poets with the
opportunity to participate in an
open reading.
The Poets' Forum, a not-forprofitgroup, is a place where those
who appreciate poetry can listen,
and those who write poetry can be
heard on a regular basis.
The JCC would like to invite all
college students who are interested in poetry to visit the Forum
and read their work or just listen to
other poets.
It is hoped that interested students will take advantage of this
series.
The Poets' Forum is presented
in cooperation with the Jewish
Community Center of Metropolitan New Jersey. Programs take place
at: Jewish Community Center of
Metropolitan New Jersey Salzman
Building, 760 Northfield Avenue,
West Orange, NJ 736-3200.
~II programs, except where
noted, commence at 8:00 p.m.
and are followed by an open reading. A donation of $3.00 is requested. The Poets' Forum is coordinated by Gertrude Halstead and
Marilyn Mohr, poets and editors.
October 9: Majorie Keyishian
and Edmund Pennant

The Folk
Project
The Folk Project, a club dedi-

cated to supporting traditional,
original, and contemporary folk
arts and music, sponsors the Minstrel Show coffeehouse Friday
evenings at the Somerset County
Environmental Education Center,
190 Lord Stirling Rd., Basking Ridge.
The concerts start at 8:30 pm, and
there is a donation of $3. Refreshments are available (bring your
own mug!). For more information
on the concerts, call 201-335-9489.
For more information on NJ folk
events, call Folk Phone at 201822-1313.
October 5 Open Stage
Open to al I acoustic musicians.
Performers should arrive at 7:30 to
sign up for a fifteen -minute performance. Show starts at 8:30.

October On Thirteen/WNET
October brings two special
week-long programming events on
Thirteen/WNET.
SHOWCASE WEEK, spanning
Sunday, September 30 through
Friday, October 5, is six days of
new-season openers from public
television's most popular series,
including GREAT PERFORM-

JCC Poetry

week, Sunday, October 7 through
Thursday, October 11, to the critical environmental problems facing the metropolitan area and the
world. RACE TO SAVE THE
PLANET, a l 0-hour series on global
ecological issues, airs in its entirety, accompanied by IN YOUR
OWN BACKYARD, a four-part
series focusing on the environmental
crises facing the metropolitan area,
and a one-hour INNOVATION SPECIAL about the future .o f transportation.

Keans' New Course

In Yo ur Own Back Yard

IB

Throughout the world, the results of our global indifference to
the environment are having serious repercussions and becoming
an increasing threat to the quality
of life. From the Alaskan oil spills
imperiling marine wildlife, to the
droughts of the sub-Sahara, to the
ongoing destruction of the tropical
rainforests of the Amazon, to the
medical waste washing up on the
shorelines, it is clear that a united
effort is necessary to preserve our
vital natural resources.
In a series of four half-hour
programs, IN YOUR OWN BACKYARD, premiering on consecutive
evenings Monday, October 8 Thursday, October 11 at 9 p.m.

on Thirteen/WNET, addresses these
ecological concerns on a regional
level and explores the challenges
and solutions being sought in the

New York Metropolitan area.

Combining on-location footage
with interviews with area residents
and environmental experts, each
of the programs focuses on a key
issue. The series begins with What
A Waste, a look at the growing
garbage crisis and the importance
of recycling. The second program,
Air Condition, examines the pollutants threatening the quality of
our air and what can be done to
decrease their impact. Troubled
Waters, the third program of the
series, focuses on the New Jersey
Shore and Long Island sound to
examine ways to prevent contamination of our waterways and improve the quality of our drinking
water. The series concludes with
This Land Is Your Land, a report on
the increasing encroachment of
our open spaces and what we can
do to preserve them.

A cultural enrichment course
illuminating 12th to 15th century
Parisian intellectual accomplishments from a feminine perspective
is being offered this fall by the
Kean College Center for Continuing Education.
The course is open to the pub Iic
at a nominal fee. Registration information is available from the
Center at 527-3089.
"Six Days in Paris," will be taught
at l :30 p.m. on six Thursdays starting Oct. 4 by Dr. Irene Gnarra of
Elizabeth, an assistant profess'Jr of
foreign langugages.
The "itineraries" are based o ,,
six women on six days in the Middle
Ages: Eleanor of Acquitaine on
Aug. 8, 1137; Heloise on Sept. 8,
1139; Blanche of Castille on April
8, 1229; Marguerite of Provence
on Aug. 18, 1239; Dame Fortune
on Jan. 12, 1329; and Joan of Arc
on Sept 8, 1429.
Gnarra said, ''Students will spend
one day in Paris with each of the
ladies and bear witness to the sights
and sounds, exploring streets, visiting places of major interest, participating in the festivities and
examining diverse notions of time
and space."
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In Case You Didn't Feel Like Watching
By David Zayas
Ministry, Chicago's foremost
industrial band, puts on a spectacular live show for those brave
souls who dare to attend. For those
who don't, there is Ministry: In

case you didn't feel like showing
up.
This 58-minute, eight-song video
tries to capture the power, intensity and catharsis of a Ministry
concert and suceeds to a large
extent Filmed during the '89-'90
Ministry tour, it shows Alain (Alien?)
Jourgensen and the guys in all of
their horror, irony and glory.
• It begins with twin burning
censers on either side of a chainlink fence which separates the band
from the audience, as they flicker
to the rhythmic pulsations of two
sets of drums. With a blinding
burst of light, the drums explode
full-force into "Breathe" from The

Mind Is A Terrible Thing To Taste

album. Amid the slam dancing
and stage diving, we see Al with
the cowboy hat he has been prone
to wearing, telling us "This is the
world ... it's not working!"
The song is immediately followed by two killers off the Land
Of Rape And Honey album: ''The
Missing" (about the M.I.A.'s fate in
Vietnam) and "Diety" (about faith
in God). These two are straightforward slammers, which burst into
intensity with Al's grinding vocals.
Things change pace a bit as
Chris Conelly takes over the vocals and they launch into the hypnotic groove of "So What". Now
the fi Im switches from the straightforward concert footage of the first
three songs, into the dream-like
quality it retains for the rest of the
tape.
With Jourgensen back on vocals, Ministry, pounds out the single
"Burning Inside". During this song

IHI SIAII:

we see fire-eaters and plenty of
burning bodies on stage and in the
audience. We also get to meet the
poor winner of the, "Wheel Of
Flame" game as he is strapped to a
giant rotating wheel which is set
on fire. ·
Nextup, NivekOgre (of Skinny
Puppy) leads the voices for
"Thieves", the most visually striking, of the performances. As
''Thieves" switches back and forth
from a funky groove to an acidic
thrash fest, we see people climbing to the top of the chain-link
fence and diving head first, into
the ondulating crowd.
The show closing favorite follows: "Stigmata". Al is back on the
mike declaring "you run out of

lies!". By the end ofthesonghehas
managed to insult every major
religion, race, political affiliation,
and person in the crowd, but they
love it. When the group exits the
stage, everyone is screaming for
more.
After a brief pause, a lone figure
appears on stage. It is Jello Biafra
(of the Dead Kennedys) and he
proceeds to recite his own version
of the pledge of allegiance ending
withthechant"Burn, Baby, Burn!".
Ministry returns to the stage
performing the vietnam protest
"Land of Rape and Honey". The
vocals are shared by Alain and
Ogre, while Jello does the political saluting, dancing and finger
sucking.

The spectacle ends with a flagburning bang (literally) and every
one of the au dience is physically
and emotionally drained and so is
the viewer.
This video is an all-out attack
on the senses. The images, music,
and messages expressed here may
stay on your mind for a long time.
The only failure of the video is
that it's too short. It would have
been much better if it was as long
as the actual concert; but then
again, I guess it is the quality, not
the quantity that counts.
This tape is not for everyone.
It's definitely not for the members
of the conservative party nor the
Moral Majority. Just a warning in
case you didn't feel like watching.

The Simple Act Of Recycling
By Joyce Donohue

What are some simple habits
which will help to protect our
enviornment? Recycling is the most
desireable alternative to help increase the amount of our solid
waste. Some things which can be
recycled are: aluminum, glass,
plastic, and paper.
There is no limit to the number
of times that aluminum can be
recycled. By recycling aluminum,
95%oftheenergywhich ittakesto
produce new cans from raw materials is saved. Aluminum can also
be traded in for money. Many social
groups have fund-raisers by collecting cans. This activity can be
very profitable.
By recycling one glass bottle,
you save the energy needed to run
a television for three hours.
While both glass and aluminum are recycled into their original form, plastic is not. Seventh
Generation's, 11 0Things You Can
Do For A Healthy Environment,

..
states that, ''Of the chemicals whose

production generates the most
hazardous waste, five of the top
six-pack rings so that birds do not
choke in them; and always ask for
paper before you use either plastic
of styrofoam.
Styrofoam is a non-recyclable
and a non-biodegradable product.
Although most styrofoam no longer
contains CFC's, it does contain
other hazardous toxic chemicals.
Styrofoam which sits in a landfill
will break-up into pellets which
birds will choke on. When buying
coffee from a cafeteria or store,
bring your own mug instead of
using a styrofoam cup.
When you go to a store ask for
a paper bag instead of a plastic
bag; if you do not need a bag, do
not use one. Or, you could bring
your own bag with you to the
store.
The recycling of paper and
cardboard is another easy and

important act. In the United States,
we use 50 million tons of paper
annually; this is equal to 850 million trees. By using recycled paper, we greatly reduce the destruction of virgin trees. If you do buy
paper made from virgin trees, buy
white paper because colored paper is not recyclable.
I have discussed several basic
facts concerning recycling. By
writing this article, I hope to change
some of your attitudes towards
recycling. By writing this article, I
hope to change some of your attitudes towards recycling. Once
someone begins to recycle, the
results are beneficial to everyone.
The act of carrying a can or a bottle
until one reaches a recyling garbage can may seem to be an annoying chore; however, think about/
what can be saved if everyone
goes a littleoutoftheir wayto help
preserve something which we have
all taken so much from;

Natural Tri State
Bodybuilding Championships
On Saturday, September 22,
Union High School hosted a bodybuilding competition that included
some of our very own Kean students.
They were Ron Yacovetti, who
was an official judge for the event,
and also a guest poser. He put on
a magnificent performance which
expressed not only strength but a
very naturalistic grace, wh ich made
it look almost fantasy-like for all
those who had the opportunity to
experience such creativity.
Phil Pugliese, who under the
support and guidance of Ron Yacovetti, took first place in the junior
division even though it had only
been hisfirstcompetition. His performance also proved to be very
smooth and stern in muscle structure.
The other two Kean students
involved, Wendy March-Effert, who

took first place in the womens
division, and Ritchie Tocyloski,
who took third in his division,
shou Id both be commended for
their great performa nces. These
people and all the other contestants should be accredited for their
hard work and dedication. It was
easy to see they put their whole
heart and soul into it and made
alot of sacrifices towards their goal,
such as long workouts and st renuous diet habits while in train ing.
Iwould also like to leave everyone with one final comment: such
men who perservere suffering to
attain a goal they have set for
themselves should become examples to us all in creating our
own strength in body and soul,
and never giving up our dreams no
matter how far or difficult they
seem to be.

A Message From Health Services
Alcohol is a drug that is absorbed into the bloodstream where
it is distributed throughout your
body withi n minutes.
At low alcohol levels, your blood
flow and heart rate increase and
brain cells a re stimulated. A warm
sense of wel I-being might be felt confidence increases, inhibitiions
fade away.
As a person continues to drink,
the depressant drug effects of alcohol begin. Heart rate and respiration slowdown. As alcohol's sedative effects begin to take over, the
pleasure is gradually cancelled out.
Reactions are slower and vision is
impaired.
The amount of alcohol in the
brain and bloodstream increase if
drinking continues. This cause an
interruption in the brain's chemi-

cal and electrical circuitry and
causes behavioral changes such as
belligerency and grandisoity.
Drowsiness, incoordination, slurring of speech and impaired judgement occur.
In extreme cases, when blood
alcohol concentrations become very
high, the brain's control over the
respiratory system may fail, the
drinker may fapse into a coma, the
heartbeat slows and death may
follow.
BE WISE IN YOUR APPROACH
TO DRINKING!lll
- Drink slowly, eating beforehand and snacking as you drink all
slow down the effects of alcohol.
- Pace yourself, moderate the
amount you drink.
- Don't drink and drive!!

WALT DISNE Y ' S " FANThSIA " WITH L EOPOLD STOKOWSKI AND T l IE PHILADELPHIA ORC HESTRA
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Dave, Your doing a terrific job
with the Junior Class. Keep it up!
We're behind you! Liz, Deb and
Pam
406 Rogers - Do you have Prince
Albert in a can?

DEC Executive Board - Getting
started is the hardest part. Once
everyone pitches in, it's cake. Your
a great bunch! We can accomplish so much! I'm counting on
you. Liz '

Attention Students: Interested In working to better
the environment for disabled individuals?
Join Council for Exceptional Children (CEC)I National and Student Chapter
Applications Available. Meetings on Wednesdays@3 :05 pm in College Center
Rm. 122.

,
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Congratulations 1990-91 Executive Board!
Liz Haws • President
Alecia Karcanea - Treasurer
Jennifer Kahan - Publicity/Historian
Carol Dlaalnger - Programming

Victor Ruiz - Vice President
Brenda Hoke - Secretary
Annette Diiorio - Fundraising
Mimi Rosenber - Advisor

Freshman Class Elections
Positions: President, Vice President, Treasurer, Secretary, and Representative (total of 12 reps.)
Eligibility: All candidates running must be full-time matriculated students at the time of elections

***Important Date to Remember for the Elections***
Friday, October 5: Applications due by 3 :05 p.m. SHARP in
Student Organization office College Center room 128.
Friday, October 5: Candidates Meeting in Grill Room (outside
pub) at 3:05 p.m.
Tuesday, October 9: Candidates Speeches in Little Theater
College Center at 1 :40 p.m.
Thursday, October 11: Primary (if necessary) in Grill Room
College Center from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Tuesday-Wendesday, October 16 & 17: Elections In Grill
Room from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
***For further information or if you have any questions
pleafie contact Craig Morris in Student Organization,
CC-128 or call 289-6200 ...
I

Health Professions
Information Meeting

Junior Class Meeting
Sunday, Oct. 7th 3:00

It you are majoring in or interested in
\ne\ialdaot.

In the Grtll Room

Occupational Therapy
Physical Therapy

Come to an Information Meeting sponsored by the Advisement Center and talk to
Faculty and Advisors about planning your
program.

Tuesday, October 9th
Hutchinson Hall, J-100
1 :40 - 2:55 PM, College Hour
For further information, contact Linda
Bradbury, _liealth Professions Academic
Advisor, 527-2030

All Juniors Welcome

Bitch, Thanks for everything.
You're a great friend-no kidding!!
Love, Lizzard

The word of the day is... Mitosisl
The quate of the week...Well, sports
anyone?!

Si,dt • Spring is definitely in the
air. Get ready to have some fun.
Love,Zoo

II~ - Well, it'll ':>e dec!ded ~y
Mark H. - Good luck on Jeopthe ttme you see this. Their fate 1s , ardy, I know you'll make it.
sealed - see ya. J.R.
John, Joyce, Nicole- New York
Kimibo - AD finally comes of was funi can't wait till wodstock.
age - its just us to guide the future Remember peace & love. Pres
days - wrya - Loophole!
Traci - Miss you terribly this
Wholehearted - Yeah - hello year baby! Come by and visit ofwhat new? L.H.
ten! I'm still here for you! Love you
lots! The Redhead from Hell
To the Sisters of Lambda Chi
My Dear EBX Sisters, We've
Rho-This will be our year.Aloha!
have a great start. The mixer with
Brothers of Sigma Beta Tau - Chi was the best - everyone had a
We can't wait to party with you at blast! Let's work on taking first at
,Homecoming get psychedlll Love, Homecoming once again! Love
and Eternal Sisterhood, Lizzard
The Sisters of Sigma Beta Chi

Barfo #1 - You're an awesome
roomate & friend. I Luv ya! Porno
Sisters of Kappa Delta Tau - De
we throw a good party or what!
(And no fights!?) Love ya, C
Wee Wee - You did bring me
flowers! We can definitely skip the
love song! Thanx - Coll

Hey Santy Claus - I want a
drink of waaaaterll
Laur & Steph - Keep your chins
up! There's a new world out there
waiting for you wild women! Go
crazy! Love, Coll

East Campus Shuttle will begin September 6th

New Student
Committee

The East Campus Shuttle Service will begin on Thursday, September 6th. The shuttle will run continuously from 10:00 a.m. until
9:00 p.m., Monday through Thursday and 10:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
on Fridays. Below is a sample schedule for each hour with the
location of shuttle stops.

General Meetings:

October 9

10:00 a.m. - Visitor's Circle - Administration
10:05 a.m. - T.P.A. Circle
10:12 a.m. - East Cam'pus
10:17 a.m. - Vaughn-Eames Lot
10:20 a.m. - Visitor's Circle - Administration
10:25 a.m. - T.P.A. Circle
10:32 a.m. - East Campus
10:37 a.m. - Vaughn-Eames Lot
10:40 a.m. - Visitor's Circle - Administration
10:45 a.m. - T.P.A. Circle
10:52 a.m. - East Campus
10:57 a.m. - Vaughn~Eames Lot
11 :00 a.m. - Visitor's Circle - Administration

October 23
_November 6
November 20
December 4
Tuesdays, At
1:40 PM
- in the
Freshman Center

Building

Building

Building

Building

•Note - The above schedule is subject to traffic and road conditions. One the trip from the East Campus to the Main Campus the
shuttle will stop at the concrete divider toward the rear of the
Vaughn-Eames Lot for pick up/drop off.
The last run of the day, scheduled to leave the EastCampusatB:52
p.m. will stop in the Vaughn-Eames Lot and T.P.A. Circle.

Come Join Us!!

Come meet your
'class officers and class
representatives. We
want your input!!! Hope
to see you there.

1

17th .9t'l{'l{'ll.9tL L1'T'E'R.fl'l{_'Y 'TO'U'l{_
"'13'1{_1'T1S'J{ L'l'T'E'l{_.9t'T'U'l{_'E .9t'T 1'TS S071 'l(C'E"

Trade Times· Square for Trafalgar Square, London
on New Year's Eve!

December 26, 1990 • January 12, 1991
Spend 17 days in England and Scotland.
Earn three credits in English.
Cost: $1600 (plus tuition) or
non-credit fee of $100 .00
THE COST INCLUDES:
Round Trip Air Fare.
Tra n,k rs ·n, And F(.,m The Airport .
M,i,...ji+I Accomodations At Hotels In London And Edinburgh
Breakfasts And A 15 Day Brit Rail Pass For Unlimited
Train Travel In England, Scotland. And Wales.
Study British Literature Through Tours And Lectures In
Bath. Ca nterhury . York. Ca mhriuge Univer,itv.
And The Victoria And Albert Museum.
Students Will Have Ample Free Time To Explore
London, Scotland. And Wales Independently.
Individual Side Trips To Paris. France Or Dublin. Ireland.

.

0

.

Contact Prorcssor Sidney K.ruegcr. English Departmen
..
t
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-

Kean College Of New Jersey.
Morris Avenue. Cn1on. l',ew Jersey 07083.

-====:=;_

Phone T he Eng li sh Department
For Additional ln format 1on:
5~7-:!:!98 i :!092- 3.

PG-13 PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED <l:ll>
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It's Not Too Early To Submit!
to Kean College's literary magazine

Russian Studies in Leningrad

The Grub Street Writer

and Moscow
January 4 - January 11, 1991

•
•
•
•

3 College Credits; $1,414.00
An eight day trave l course to study the cutt ure, habits , ltterature, art and everyday ltte of one of the most divers ttied people
in the world --The Russians--where you will see for yourself those turbulent events and catalytic fo rces that trigge red off the
"ten days that shook the world.·
The cost--$1414 covers the entire trip and Includes: round trip jet tran sportation on a scheduled airli ne ...first class hotels ·
In both cities .. bus transportation between all airports ... mldn ight train rides between Leningrad and Moscow ...two meals a day;
breakfast and dinner...daily sightseeing on the Russian intouri st buses ... all truces, tips and service charges.
Ail deposits should be made by Nov. 1, 1990. For more detailed information and application forms please see , Dr. Robert
Fyne, Wi llis Hall , Roo m 305-8 .

TOSHIBA
All BATTERY PowEREd LAprops
NOW IN STOCK!
TIOOO SE

nooo XE
Tl200 XE
Tl600
n100 sx

/F-E====;TT!

LOWEST PRICES EVER
WITH
EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTSI
Call ••Ht¥!!! EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNT te4ayl
DSR,

IN C

1-ooo-n6-oou

Human Relations Center

expressed through several student
groups for outreach programs to
In 1988, then-President Nathan look at cultural relations, probWeiss of Kean College formed the lems of race and gender relations,
Council of Human Relations to and drug and alcohol education.
understand human and multiculJanice Murray, Dean of Stutural relations at the school. The
Council had a broad focus, work- dents at Kean, mentioned that these
ing with harmony amongst the requests are what lead to the Human
diverse groups at Kean. His plan Relations retreats that were held
has taken on focus and shape with last year. Two retreats were held
the Human Relations and Coun- so that student leaders could disseling Center, just opened this fall. cuss their ideas and aspirations for
Kean's Counseling Center, in the campus. These retreats develthe StudentActivities Bui Id i ng, has oped in to the Human Relations
been functioning for several years Leadership Team, which has been
to provide short-term psychologi- instrumental in the developing of
cal counseling for students and the Center. They have been instaff on a group or individual ba- volved in a 11 aspects of the project,
sis. However, there was a need including being involved in a Search

Poetry • Prose (fiction and nonfiction)
Deadline: January 18, 1991
Name and address on all submissions, please
Mail box located in Willis 305

Students interested in being on the staff of the Grub Street Writer
are invited to attend our next meeting on October 2, 1990 at 1 :40 in •
Willis 307, orto leave a note in our mailbox.

It's Not Too Early To Think About
LONDON IN JANUARY
The course is Contemporary British Theatre, the place , of course , is London, England . The dates are
January 2-13. We'll be seeing lots of theatre, taking backstage tours, participating in seminars with actors
and directors, going and spending our free time at the Tower of London, Buckingham Palace and all of
the other famous sites that make London the exciting international city it is. And all of this for approximately $1200.00 including : Airfare,
transfers, hotel, breakfasts, theatre
tickets, 1/2 day tour of London , the I ___ Yes I am interested in joining the London trip in January 1991 . I
Stratford trip, seminars and anything I
Please send me additional information.
I
else we can squeeze in. This is a 3 I
I
credit course and tuition is extra.
I Name _ __ __ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
If you think you'd like to join us
: Address
I
please fill out the form below and
- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - :
1

r--------------------------•

return it to Jim Murphy and
Holly Rhoades

1
I

- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

Tel. No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

I

·~-------------------------~

Committee to select full-time staff
members to head the Center from
faculty already at Kean.
The staff selected represents the
variety of issues that will be dealt
with in the Center. Robin Rajswill
over see the programs re1ating to
gender support, drug and alcohol

awareness and date rape. Katherine Bankole has been selected to
work in mediation development
and conflict resolution. Fred Vega,
formerly of Special Student Services, will work with problems
special to international students
and students with physical disabilities.
Students will be involved as
peers and assistants to the fu II-

time staff in every area of the Center.
An advisory team for the Center
will be selected from the Human
Relations Team to keep track of
the programs and development of
the Center as the year gets underway. Several workshops have already been chosen for this year,
including: eating disorders, rational
thinking, parenting, people who
love too much, perfectionists, and
there is also a branch of Alcoholics
Anonymous on Campus.

seling Center, will direct the entire
project Richardson mentioned that
although the center itself is not
fully furnished as of yet, it is functioning fully through the "headquarters• in Student Activities

Several other full ~time staffers
and graduate assistants, not to
mention two secretaries, will help
round out the staff headed by
Bankole, Vega and Rajs. Lois
Rich ardson, director of the Coun-

3:30 in J-100 and a luncheon for
the Human Relations Leadership
Tearn on October 10. Anyone
wishing more information is encouraged to call the Counseling
Center at 527-2082.

Building Room , 26. The ac\ua\

center will be in what was formerly known of as The Browning
Room in the Student Activities
Building.
Major activities coming up for
the group are the teleconference

on Racism on October 5 from 12:30-

Date: Thursday, October 11, 1990
Place: College Center Cafeteria
Time: 8 p.m. - 1 a.m .
Admission: $3.00
Dress Code: Semi-Formal

Everybody's Welcome!

Sponsored by Chinese Culture Club
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MISCELLANEOUS

CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
"campus Representatives
Needed" Earn free trip and big
commissions by selling vacation packages to Cancun,
Mexico, Nassau/Paradise Island, Bahamas & Jamaica. For
more information call toll free in
or outside Connecticut at 800283-8767.

Student Organization is
looking for a responsible individual to fill the position of Clerk
Typist, starting at $4.00 per
hoor. Start immediately 15 hoors
per week, flexible hours, morning preferred. Responsibilities:
Light typing, mail distribution,
receptionist, diversified duties.
Contact: Stephanie Faser,
Business Manager CC-1 28, Ext.
#2346

Spring Break/Christmas
Break Tours. Individuals or
student organizations needed
to promote our Ski/Sun Tours.
Earn money and free trips to
Cancun, Daytona, Vermont,
Montreal. Call Hi-Life 1-800263-5604.

Interact with children ages
5-11 in after school program.
Must be reliable, creative and
enthusiastic. M-F 2:30 to 6:00.
Westfield YMCA 233-2700.

Addressers wanted immediately! No experience necessary. Excellent pay! Work at
home. Call toll-free 1-800-3953283.

FREE Spring Break Trips
to Cancun and the Bahamas .
Organize a small group and
you travel FREE. Call 1(800)
344-8360 for more information.

For Classified Info Call

355-0174

FOR SALE

In Class Reader Needed
for blind student on Tues &
Thurs 7:40pm-10:10 pm, and
for 2 hours out of class time. If
interested call Siham 351-8067.

For Sale: Complete Car
Stereo System: Blaupunkt
receiver & E.Q., 2 Infinity speakers & 2 Kenwood speakers awesome sounding system!
Call and we'll talk - price negotiable - best offer. Mornings:
287-1400 ext 5431 - ask for
Rita.

Babysitter needed for alternate Saturday/occasional
weekday evenings. Transportation and references required.
$5 per hour. Call 564-6244 in
Short Hills.

RIIIARCH PAPIRI

FUNDRAISING
PROGRAM

19,278 to choose from - all subjects

F

A

S

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

NHHI eqnq;l~~~;;~~~ 2
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Aaslatance
11322 Idaho Ave . #206-SN , Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

Need a report typed? Call
Resume Solutions at (201) 2411881 . We specialize in resume
preparation and also offer typing & fax services. Second floor
office above Roselle Park movie
theater. Next day pick-up. All
documents laser printed. No
appointment required.

$1000 in just one week.
Earn up to $1000 for your
campus organization. Plus
a chance at $5000 more!
This program works! No
investment needed. Call
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
Wanted: Babysitter for three
mornings a week. Flexible with
days. 3 children under 4. Good
pay. See Tim Sensor in CSW
111. 527-2378.

This semester, take some electives
in communications.
IntroducingAl&T
Student Saver Plus.
This year it'll be easier
to get through oollege.

Because AJ&T_has put

together a program of
products and services
that can save
you money.
Whether
you live
on or off
campus.

You don't need
to wait till spring
to get a break.
With the AJ&T Reach
Out" America Plan", you'll
get savings 24 hours a day,
7 days a week. Including
'25% off our already low
evening prices':'

(,() minutes of
long distance.
fur free.
Movies. Videos.
Andmore.

For less.
Just by choosing any Student Saver Plus program, you'll
get up to 60 minutes of free
long distance calls. You'll also
\ get a free ooupon booklet
good for savings
all around
. town.

Call from
anywhere to
. . .,. ."'· · · · · · . · · · · ·· anywhere.
We'll give you a
free AI&T Calling
Card, even if you don't have
a phone. So you'll be able to
make a call from almost any
phone and have it billed to
you, wherever you live.

Keepyour
roommates
in line.
We'll separate
your long distance
calls from your
roommates' calls
with AI&T Call
Manager: And we'll
do it for free.

To enroll in the AT&T Student Saver Plus programs that
are right for you, or to get the
best value in long distance service, call us. They just might
be the most profitable electives
you'll ever take.

1800 654-0471 Ext.1230

Af8ct. Helpin·g make

college life a little easier.

Al&T

The right choice.
• This service may not be available in residence halls on your campus.
• Dlscoun1 applies to out-of-swe calls direct•dialed 5-10 pm, Sunday- Friday.
01990ATlf

T

$$$$$ Help! Help! Ride
needed daily to college from
Roselle Park at 8:00 A.M.
Please call Jeanne Major at
527-2072 in A. M. J-205. Thank
you .
Childcare Worker/Driver.
Responsible student with car
to provide childcare for 9 year
old boy 2-3 afternoons/week.
(Hours 3:30 - 6:00 p.m.) Homework help, some driving, and
childcare. Call 351-3582 evenings.

The Catholic
Student Organization
is looking for
musicians, vocalists
and guitarists
to play at Sunday
Night Masses
Paid Position
If interested, call
Peggy Melchione
527-3114
Joey Kasper
527-0498

Come Join
The Sisters of
Sigma Beta Chi
Sorority
Wed. Oct. 10th
at their 3rd

Open Social,
Downs Hall
Alumni Lounge
Bring Friends

Join The
Commuter Club
The Meeting Dates
Are:
10/30, 11/13,
11/27, 12/11
When:
Tuesdays
1:40 College Hour
Where:
Freshman Center
Room L107
Dancing On The Edge
It's beyond ballet. It's more than modern.
It's all you hoped for and nothing you expected. The dance of Ballet Hispanico. One
thrilling corri>inalion of raw talent, passionate
performance and provocative Latin spirit.
Ballet Hispanico. Always one step beyond.
Let us take you to the edge and leave you
breathless.

Ballet
Hispanico
Tina Ramirez, Artistic Director

October, 18, 1990
8 P.M. Wilkins Theatre
Kean College

Students $3
Fae/Staff/Public $10
Alumni/Sr. Cit $6
Spono«ed by cu•ural Arts Program Board

,,..______
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Cougars Pounce On Paterson
Three second half touchdowns
led the Cougars to an exciting comefrom-behind, 22-14 victory over
William Paterson. It is the second
year in a row that Kean was able to
rally to beat the Pioneers (last year
the Cougars needed a fourth quarter touchdown to pull out a 1 0-7
victory).
After trailing at the half, 14-3,
Kean scored twice in the third
quarter. Freshman quarterback Mike
Taranto kept the ball himself and
ran in for a two-yard touchdown
for the Cougars first score. Then,
with :38 remaining in the period,
running back Steve McCoggle gave
Kean its first lead, 1 5-14, on a 21yard TD run.

Sophomore running back Rod- Wieboldt's first of his collegiate
ney Bond, who rushed 23 times for career.
165 yards and one touchdown,
Taranto had another solid day
put the game away early in the at quarterback for the Cougars. He
fourth quarter on a 16-yard touch- completed eight of 19 passes for
down run. Bond capitalized on 1 06 yards and ran for a touchsolid play by the Cougar offensive down. He also threw two interline as he had his largest rushing ceptions
day of the season.
Defensively, the Cougars were
William Paterson jumped out led by senior linebacker and capto a 14-3 halftime lead as the Pio- tain MikeMontelbanowho had 19
neers dominated both sides of the tackles, one tackle for a loss, one
ball during the half. Freshman Al · sack, and two pass breakups. Darren
White (14 rushes for 80 yards) did Lugiano continued h'is fine play
most of his damage in the first half, with 13 tackles, one tackle for a
rushing for a 27 yard touchdown. loss, and one pass breakup.
Defensive back Rob Calavetta
All the Cougars could manage had nine tackles and an intercepwas a 28-yard Kurt Wieboldt field
tion. Victor Daly had eight tackles,
goal in the half. The field goal was one for a loss, and one sack.

Field Hockey Opens Conference Play
The Kean Women's Field
Hockey team played a very difficult non-conference schedule at
the beginning of the season. Although, the tough schedule caused
the squad to begin the season 0-41 the strategy seems to have paid
off.
The Cougars are now 2-2 in the
NJAC with their only losses coming at the hands of nationally-ranked .
Trenton State and Glassboro State.
Kean defeated rival Montclair
State, 1-0, last Tuesday (9/25) on a
goal by Laurie Wedenking with
5:42 remaining in the first half.
Goaltender Dee Kelleher continued her spectacular play record-

ing eight saves in the shutout.
Kelleher, who has kept Kean in
practi ca Ily every game this season
while the offense has had problems scoring, has a save percentage of .894 this season. She has
127 saves while only giving up 15
goals all season (six of those goals
were against second-ranked Trenton State when Kean was outshot
37-0 in the contest).
In Kean's six games besides
Trenton, Kelleher has 96 saves while
only giving up nine goals for a save
percentage of .914. She has also
recorded three shutouts.
"Dee has matured as a goalkeeper this fall," Head Coach Renee

Clarke said. "Without her solid
performances we would be winless thus far. I look for her and the
remainder of the team to uplift
their performances in the remaining eight games."
Prior to the loss against Trenton
State, the Cougars won their first
game of the year against William
Paterson. The contest, coincidentally, was also their first home
game of the season.
The squads played to a 0-0 tie
after regulation and first OT. As
the second overtime was running
down, however, Kean had a corner. Senior Tracy Gabrielle off a

Kean vs. Montclair

Soccer Team Shuts
Down Stockton State
off a corner kick. Midfielder John
Napoli got the assist. After Gui ran
scored the Cougars led, 2-0, at the
end of the half.
In the second half it was all
Kean as Bajek scored his second
and third goals before Guiran followed suit. Ruis Silva had two assists.
Goaltender Kevin East raised
his record to 6-4 on the season
with the shutout. East has given up
only 10 goals in the six games
since he took over as starter. He
also has not allowed in three NJAC
games as Kean has outscored their
NJAC competition 20-0.

The Kean men's soccer team
shutout Stockton State, 6-0, last
Saturday, raising their record to 30 in NJAC Competition. The team
is tied for first place with arch-rival
Montclair State.
Montclair and Kean are do to
meet in Union, N.J. on WednesdayJ October 3, at 3:30 pm in a
matchup that should go a long
way to deciding the NJAC Champion.
''This is our most important
contest so far this year," Head Coach
Tony Ochrimenko said. "Montclair
has dominated every game they
have played and have very few
weaknesses. I expect that it is going
to be a very well played and exciting game."
Against Stockton,, All-America
forward Greg Bajek and Fred Guiran each scored a hat trick to lead
the Cougars. Bajek has five goals
in his past two games and nine
goals for the season.
Bajek opened the scoring just
over halfway through the first half

perfect setup from Dee Boudah
blasted a high shot past the Pioneer goaltender giving Kean the
victory.
Kelleher had 24 saves in the
contest, preserving the shutout. The
squad tries to continue their win-

''The team is finally starting to
mesh together," Ochrimenko said.
''Greg (who was named NJAC Player
of the Week) is starting to come
around and the players are more
comfortable with each other."
Following the showdown with
Montclair, the men face Salem
College in non-conference action
this weekend over homecoming.

ning ways in non-conference action when they travel to Drew
University on September 27 before finally playing another horn~
game in a conference matchup
-against powerful Glassboro State
on Saturday, September 29,. 1 :00
pm.

KC Women's Tennis On The Move !congratulations Clerigo \
By Joseph Buda
Although suffering a slight setback from Glassboro State College
the Kean College Women's Tennis
Team is quickly gaining respect in
the New Jersey Athletic Confer-

ence (NJAC).
Lucia Drumgould, Kean's "secretweapon" First Singles Player is
still undefeated. Drumgould, a serve
and volley player is the most highly
skilled Coach has ever seen at
Kean. A transfer from Union County

Pool Hours - D'Angola Gymnasium**
Monday
1:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m. - 10:10 p.m.
Tuesday
1:40 p.m. - 4:20 p.m.
7:40 p.m. - 10:10 p.m.
Wednesday
1:00 p.m. - 4:40 p.m.
Thursday
1:40 p.m. - 4:30 p.m.
7:40 p.m. - 10:10 p.m.
Friday
10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Saturday/Sunday pool will be closed
Please Note:

The pool will be closed on the following days and times:
Thursday October 11
Evening Hours
·
Friday November 16
3:00 p.m.
Tuesday November 20
4:00 p.m.
On Friday, November 30th - The pool will open at 11 :OO a.m.
Pool hours are based on the availability of student lifeguards
**All recreational swim hours will be held at the D'Angola pool
until further notice. The East Campus pool area is being repaired.
Anyone entering the recreational facilities Must Show
Identification. I.D. Cards, Class schedules, and another form of
ldentificationa are required.

shows tremendous form and conBy Joseph Buda
honor of Female Athlete of the
centration. She defeated Sue
Congratulations to Pascal Cier- Week, Kirckland, a Junior from
Johnson of Glassboro 6-1, 6-4.
East Rutherford, has continued her
Second Singles Player Lisa igo, who captured the honor of superb play for the women's volMaleAthleteoftheWeek.
A
FreshDragon easily beat Sarah Steinleyball team throughout the teams
metz 6-0, 6-0. The senior and man forward out of Newark, Cler- first six games. She has averaged a
igo
scored
a
hat
trick
in
helping
Captain displayed her baseline
with men's soccer team roll over splendid .378 hitting efficiency
game and good ground strokes.
while acculumating 63 kills and
Leah Buono and Elani Emalis, Rutgers-Camden 7-0. With a good •21 errors out in just 111 attempts,
shot
and
quick
feet,
Cieri
go
is
sure
third and fourth singles respecalong with seven aces and 13 digs.
tively both dropped their matches to be a vital asset to the cougars Michelle is a strong competitor
future.
6-4, 6-1.
Congratulations to Michelle and will provide good leadership
Freshman Joanne Gibki has
for the team.
definitely contributed to this years Kirckland as she was awarded the
team. Playing fifth singles, Gibki is
sure to have a productive season.
Gibki could not hold off Dorothy
Pye of Glassboro, falling 6-0, 6-4.
Sixth singles player Donata
Davis, a petite, fast, player is known
as a backboard because she returns everything hit to her. A Senior with a 2-2 record, David fell to
Lorraine Carton 6-2, 6-1.
Kean is in contention for second place in the NJAC, a finish
both the team and Coach are
working hard for.

Sports Writers Needed
Come By Indy CC-119

Intramural Sports Calendar
Men - Women - Co-Ed Fall 1990
Sport
Indoor Wifneball•
Indoor Soccer (Men-Women)
Softball Tournament••
3 on 3 Basketball (Men-Women)
Volleyball (All Divisions)
Turkey Trot (Men-Women)

Entry
Deadline
Sept. 28
Oct. 05
Oct. 12
Oct. 19
Oct. 19
Nov. 20

Organizational
Meeting+
Oct. 02
Oct.09
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct.23
On-Site Registration

Contest
Date
Tuesdays
Thursdays
Oct. 20 (Saturday)
Mon./Wed.
Mon./Wed.
College Hour 1:40 PM
East Campus Track

Sign up for the above activities In the Intramural and Recreational Sports Office (East campus - Room 122) as an Individual player,
or pick up a roster for a team entry. All entries are due by 12:00 noon on the dates Indicated. $10.00 forfeit fee must accompany all entries.
+All Individuals orteam captains MUST attend these meetings. Organizational meetings will take place during COiiege Hour(Tuesdays
1:40 PM) In Room 122 of the East Campus.
'A Co-Rec division will also be offered In these activities.
"Single pitch softball tournament will be a one day event.
All activities will take place on the east campus unless otherwise notified.
""'"Please take note of each activity and dress accordingly"''""

